The batch brewing process represented by a mechanistic model
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A mechanistic model for brewing fermentations considering the
stepwise utilization of glucose, maltose and maltotriose was
built and parameterized.
Introduction
Problem statement:

Solution:

High gravity brewing uses worts of 15 °P or higher

Development of a fed-batch high gravity brewing process

 High osmotic & ethanol stress for the yeast
 Fermentation may get stuck

 Usage of a mechanistic model for process development (adapted from yeast
model of the group of Sven-Olof Enforsa to brewing conditions)

 Repitching is not profitable

 Special attention on the main wort sugars: glucose, maltose, maltotriose
 Usage of the BioLector® Pro for high throughput process development

Material and Methods
Model Structure – batch phase

Experiments in µL-scale (BioLector® Pro) as well as 5-L
benchtop bioreactors

BioLector® Pro (IZ150029, funded by the Federal
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy) allows
for screening in batch and fed-batch mode

5-L benchtop bioreactors also providing all
possibilities for experiments in batch and fedbatch mode

(pictures: http://www.m2p-labs.com/bioreactors/products/biolector-pro/)

(picture: VLB Berlin)

Results
Fitting the model to experimental data (n=6) – Parameter Estimation

Monte-Carlo-Simulations for parameter robustness
 The 6 data sets were used to create in silico data
 Parameter subset selection by a simplified approach based on Anane et al. (2019)b
 Stepwise fixing the parameter with the highest variance (cut-off: s2 > 10-1) after fitting the
parameters to in silico data ± 10 % noise, representing measurement errors (n = 1000
Monte-Carlo-Simulations)
 Subset of 6 parameters showed acceptable identifiability

Subset selection via
Monte-CarloSimulations

Shifts caused by sampling

 12 model parameters were fit to 3 datasets from BioLector (1 mL-scale,
“BL”) and bioreactor trials (2 L-scale, “BR”), respectively
 Resulting model describes the data well, only biomass is overestimated in
the aerobic phase and underestimated in the anaerobic phase

Initial
guess
(literature)

After fitting

q_Glc_max

2 g/g∙h

1.4030 g/g∙h

q_Mal_max

6 g/g∙h

5.3090 g/g∙h

q_Mat_max

0.25 g/g∙h

0.6456 g/g∙h

q_O2_max

100 g/g∙h

60.5606 g/g∙h

K_Glc

6.5 g/L

2.3778 g/L

K_Mal

13 g/L

156.3531 g/L

K_Mat

20 g/L

16.3783 g/L

K_O2

1 g/L

0.7231 g/L

Ki_Mal

3 g/L

5.1519 g/L

Ki_Mat

1 g/L

0.8845 g/L

YXS_ox

0.5 g/g

0.4920 g/g

YXS_f

0.1 g/g

0.0950 g/g

Outlook
 Model extension to fed-batch
 Fed-batch process development in high throughput in the BioLector® Pro
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